
The Game 1401 

Chapter 1401 So Many People In Linlin Company? Their Wish Is To See The Snow? 

"There are already so many employees in the company?" Qin Lin couldn't help but sigh. 

The stadium built in you city's new district could originally accommodate 60000 people, but because of 

the development of the tourism industry, it was expanded to 100000 people. 

Originally, for a County city, a Stadium that could accommodate 100000 people was definitely enough, 

or rather, it was a complete waste. 

Qin Lin had always thought that this place would be big enough for all the employees of Linlin's 

company to attend annual meetings in the future. Who knew that it would only be suitable for this year 

and that there might not be enough space for next year? 

So, who would have thought? 

Lin Lanzi couldn't help but sigh when she heard this. The only boss who could be so unconcerned about 

his own company was the one in front of her. 

Mr. Lin, " Qin Lin said, " you can discuss and decide on the celebrities you'd like to invite. You can also let 

all the employees vote to see which celebrities you like. 

It was common for a company to invite celebrities to attend annual meetings. The bigger the company, 

the more inevitable it was. 

The company's employees would usually be allowed to rehearse for the annual meeting so that they 

could feel a sense of participation. Many celebrities who were self-aware of their status would not 

attend such an Annual Meeting at all, feeling that it would be beneath them to be on the same stage as 

an amateur. 

of course, it was a different story for companies like penguin and little tanuki. 

after all, even the two big bosses would be performing on stage, and those celebrities would still fight to 

be the supporting green leaves for these two big bosses. 

this was the power of capital. 

Now, their Linlin company had the ability to do so. Not to mention the company's strength, just the 

close to 150 million fans on Linlin's official account and its perennial popularity were enough. 

Last year, many TV stations had applied for a live broadcast of Linlin's company Annual Meeting. There 

would definitely be one this year as well. As long as one or two TV stations agreed, it would be super 

popular both on the internet and on TV. 

not to mention that there were close to 80000 people watching live. even a heavenly king-level 

celebrity's concert might not have such an audience. 

"Alright, I'll use the official account of the Linlin Scenic Area to announce the news after I get back." Lin 

Lanzi nodded and said. 
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Qin Lin added, " by the way, contact all the companies and ask them to make a message board internally 

to see what the employees have in mind. Then, we'll vote to see which wish has the most votes. If it can 

be realized, I'll try my best to fulfill it. 

This could be considered an event, an event for employees to participate in. 

"Alright, Chairman Qin!" lin lanzi nodded and left after she finished reporting to qin lin about the annual 

meeting. 

Qin Lin got up and locked the office door. Then, he went behind Zhao Moxi and hugged her. "Another 

year has passed, time really flies!" 

"En!" Zhao mochen nodded and noticed the dishonest hand. 

… 

in linlin manor, after lin lanzi returned to her office, she went to the media department immediately and 

asked them to release a piece of news on the official account. 

Linlin company's annual joint gala invites guests to join us. Please contact us if you are interested! 

As soon as the official account released the news, it immediately attracted attention. 

It was the end of the year, and the most popular videos on the internet were some interesting company 

Annual Meeting rehearsals or some big-name party decorations. 

Now that the news of Linlin's company's joint Gala was out, it was hard not to attract attention, 

especially when they were inviting guests. They were going to invite celebrities, and everyone was 

curious about which celebrities would be invited. 

At the same time, the entertainment industry was the most concerned about this matter. Many 

celebrities saw the announcement and immediately asked their managers to contact people from Linlin 

company. 

Linlin's company was very popular, and its various products were also very popular. They could sweep 

the market. If they could reach a cooperation with this kind of product and get the endorsement, it 

would definitely be a huge benefit and attention. 

It was just that no one had ever been able to get an endorsement deal from Linlin company, and it was 

even difficult for many people to get in touch with them. 

Now was a good opportunity to get into Linlin company. 

This was definitely something many people wanted to grasp. 

In a hotel, Li Jian saw the video. Two years ago, he was still a top-tier celebrity, but now, his popularity 

had really dropped to a very low level and he had already retired from the top tier. 

When he saw the announcement, the first thing he did was to look for his manager."Did you see the 

official announcement from Linlin Scenic Area? Quickly contact them and tell them that I'm willing to go 

and help for free." 



There was no need to talk about the popularity of Linlin's company. Last year, their online livestream 

had already exploded. This year, it would definitely be even more popular. 

If he could curry favor with one of Linlin's management, he might have a chance to get a partnership 

with Linlin, and his popularity would definitely rise again. 

There were many celebrities who had such thoughts, especially those who were already past or about to 

be past their Prime. 

li jian's manager also found a way to contact the linlin scenic area at the fastest speed. he contacted the 

person-in-charge and then went to the side to talk. 

after the manager hung up the phone, li jian immediately went up and asked, " "How is it? You've 

managed to contact him?" 

The manager nodded. I've contacted him. However, he said that he wants to see your information first. 

Then, he'll decide if he'll let you go or not. 

when li jian heard this, he felt a little wronged. " "I'm already paying the toll for my journey without a 

single cent, and they still want to consider?" 

The manager frowned. but there are already a few celebrities who are as popular as you who are willing 

to go for free. They're even willing to bring red packets for their employees to draw at the lucky draw. 

There are also reasons for them to bring expensive gifts. What we need to do now is think about how 

many red packets or gifts we can bring. 

Li Jian only felt bitter in his heart. 

He was already f * cking past his Prime, why did he have to roll like this? 

Linlin company's annual party was carried out in an orderly manner, and the list of prizes for Linlin 

company's joint party was quickly exposed online. 

This list must have been leaked by someone from the inside. Naturally, it was also Lin Lanzi's intention. 

She was already very good at controlling her popularity. 

Indeed, as soon as the list went online, the internet was in an uproar. The 100000 Yuan red packet was 

given to the employees. If this was not counted, what about the car? If the car didn't count, what about 

the house? 

An iPhone 14 was already the biggest reward for the company that countless netizens worked for. 

It could be said that the netizens 'envy for Linlin's employees had skyrocketed. 

For a time, the internet was full of discussions about this. 

It was just that many companies began to complain about Linlin's company, because when they saw the 

list of prizes given by Linlin's company, they felt that they were too embarrassed to take out their own 

prizes, so they had to increase the grade. 

Linlin's employees were all excited after learning about the list in advance. 



In fact, their current salary was already very high. Compared to the past, they were very satisfied with 

this year's salary, especially with the bonus at the end of the year. The amount of the bonus really made 

everyone's mouth wide open. Because of the good benefits, the bonus was equivalent to two months 

'salary, which meant that they had received fourteen months' salary this year. 

 However, she didn't expect that apart from eating, drinking, and watching shows, there would be such a 

big surprise at the annual party. She might even win a car or a house. 

Therefore, under such circumstances, all the employees were very active in taking part in the wish 

message. 

Moreover, there were all kinds of wishes, until a young girl in her early 20s left a message that 

resonated with everyone. 

I've never been to University, and I've never left min province in my entire life. I've never seen snow 

since I was young, and I really want to see it. 

This comment resonated with everyone. It had been more than 25 years since it had snowed in min 

province. It could be said that those under the age of 25 who had no financial ability and had never been 

to the North had never seen snow in their entire lives. 

Their understanding of snow only existed on television and the Internet. 

therefore, when many people saw this message, they actually voted and wanted to see the snow. 

Qin Lin was dumbfounded when he saw the most voted wish. 

How should he arrange this? 

Chapter 1402 633-It's Snowing! Another Scapegoat 

It was actually very easy to see snow. As long as one was willing to spend some money and go to a city in 

the North, it would be fine as long as it happened to be snowing. 

this was under the condition that he had the freedom to spend his time and money. 

Otherwise, it wouldn't snow every day, even in the northern cities. 

Therefore, it was difficult to arrange the wish of nearly 80000 employees to see snow. 

After all, there were so many people, and the company needed people to work. Even if they went in 

batches, the snow in the North couldn't last so long. They might not be able to arrange everything all 

year round. 

It was just an event. If it dragged on for so long, it would be meaningless. 

However, it would be a little embarrassing if he was not satisfied with the event that he had asked Lin 

Lanzi to organize. 

suddenly, he looked at the game screen and controlled the game character to head to the girl's divine 

spring water. after a few operations, he received a notification: 

[ you have picked up a miniature cloud rain stone. The rain effect has been replenished! ] 
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When Qin Lin saw this notification, he began to think again. 

The stadium in you city's new district was very tall. If the ice-sealing launch equipment was placed on 

top and activated at the same time, it could create a frozen area. 

At this moment, the area suddenly started drizzling again. Would it be frozen? In the end, they turned 

into snowflakes and fell? 

then, was it snowing? did it count as fulfilling the employee's wish to see snow? 

Qin Lin was a little eager to try. 

Moreover, such a scene must be very shocking, right? 

He immediately picked up his phone and called professor Wang to give him instructions. 

In order to achieve this result, it must be calculated carefully. 

…… 

Time passed. 

As more and more companies entered the end of the year, they started their annual meetings in a lively 

manner. 

Linlin's company was the same. 

You city was very concerned about Linlin company's Annual Meeting. 

Moreover, the county was going to present the banner and certificate of the most contributing 

enterprise in you city at the annual meeting of Linlin company. 

After sun Xian finished his lunch, he invited Chen Li to his office. 

At the end of the year, all the major matters in the county had been done. Those that needed to rest 

had stopped. Those that needed to be arranged had been arranged. They could have a few days of 

leisure. 

Of course, the things that should be paid attention to had to be paid attention to at all times. For 

example, Linlin company's Joint Annual Meeting was probably the most important thing in you Cheng 

right now. 

"have the people from linlin company all gone to the new district's stadium?" sun xian asked. 

Chen Li nodded and said, " they left after lunch. I've asked the traffic police to make arrangements for 

them to leave from Third Ring Road. Third Ring Road has also been banned from traffic. 

Sun Xian nodded. At this time, everyone had gone home to prepare for the new year, so there were not 

many tourists. Therefore, the Fifth Ring Road built by you city seemed empty. Even if there were one or 

two prohibited roads, it was not a problem at all. 

However, to the people of you city, the scene of Linlin's employees attending the annual meeting was a 

little shocking. 



as there were close to 80000 people, there was no way to arrange a car for them at the moment. 

therefore, they could only ask the employees to gather and line up to walk to the stadium in the new 

district. 

Fortunately, it was only a County, and the distance was not very far. 

but thinking about it, how shocking would it be for a team of nearly 80000 people to enter the new 

district and head to the stadium? 

In ancient times, it was often said that a 100000-strong Army would be a shocking scene. Now that there 

were nearly 80000 employees in Linlin company, it was almost the same scene, right? 

Moreover, these employees had to hold a flag. They were all based on production lines. There were 

many flags in a certain company, a certain workshop, and a certain production line, as if they were 

military flags. 

this was a rare sight in you city. 

In the past, when had you city ever had a company of this size? 

You city's new district Stadium, because it was just completed, looked very new. On the top, there were 

already people from Linlin's laboratory debugging the ice-sealing launcher. 

They only left the roof after the debugging was done. Otherwise, wouldn't they freeze to death when 

the launcher was activated? 

Outside the stadium was a very empty square. 

Chen dabei was already waiting with the Linlin Scenic area's security guards. When the people from the 

various companies arrived, they were told to wait in different areas at the square. 

Lin Feng was the leader of Linlin food company's production line. Her task today was to bring the 

employees from her production line to the stadium, find a place, and then bring them back after the 

annual meeting. She would be able to take a break tomorrow. 

After Lin Feng and his men arrived, a security guard came over and shouted through a loudspeaker, " 

everyone, please find a seat in the square and wait for a while. Before the annual meeting begins, the 

boss has prepared a surprise for you. 

This made Lin Feng and the employees in her production line very curious. 

In fact, she and her team members didn't know who the boss was. They also thought that the boss was 

the man in his forties that they saw online. 

most of the higher-ups in the food company might not have seen the boss before. only president deng 

and a few other higher-ups had seen the boss before. 

Now that he heard that the boss had prepared a gift, he was still very excited. 

Almost every employee who arrived at the square outside the stadium would be informed of this by the 

security guard. 



Everyone was curious. 

As time passed, the area in front of the stadium became noisy and lively. The entire square was filled 

with Linlin's employees. 

At this moment. 

Shen Li, Deng Guang, and Lin Lanzi had already gathered together. 

Chapter 1403 It's Snowing! Another Scapegoat 

The three of them were at the same level of management. In ancient times, they were close to the 

Emperor. 

Deng Guang looked at the dense crowd and asked,"I don't know why Chairman Qin asked someone to 

wait outside." 

Lin Lanzi shook her head. I didn't receive any news. I only received Chairman Qin's instructions. I could 

only do as he said. 

Shen Li said, " I might know a little about this. Recently, Chairman Qin seems to have instructed 

professor Wang from our laboratory to deal with something. It's about the icebound launcher. Chairman 

Qin's purpose should be related to this. 

"don't tell me that you're planning to freeze all the employees with the transmitter?" deng guangjian 

joked. 

This could be considered a cold joke. When he saw Shen Li and Lin Lanzi looking at him in shock, he 

hurriedly said, " "I'm just joking, just joking. Don't tell Chairman Qin about this!" 

Lin Lanzi said,"could it be that Chairman Qin is doing this for that employee's wish?" 

These words stunned the two. They also knew about this. It seemed that the most voted wish of the 

employees was to see the snow. 

that's not right. The ice-sealing launcher can't meet the conditions for snow at all. Oh? " Shen Li was a 

little confused, " did professor Wang make some improvements to the technology again? " 

but thinking about it, it shouldn't be. 

Shen Li couldn't figure it out. The technology of making snow was good, but it still couldn't meet the 

conditions for snow. 

Snow was a natural phenomenon. It was a process in which the water vapor in the air condensed and 

fell back to the ground. When the water vapor met the cold air, it formed solid rainfall and fell, forming 

snow. 

Therefore, in order to make snow fall, they had to launch special snow cannonballs. However, that 

would take time and would not be effective in a short time. 

So, the ice-sealing launcher shouldn't have such an effect. No matter how much it was improved, it 

couldn't be that it could fly right after it learned to walk, right? 
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However, after managing Linlin's laboratory for so long, there were always amazing things in the 

laboratory. He couldn't guarantee that professor Wang wouldn't be able to break the convention. 

When Deng Guang and Lin Lanzi heard Shen Li's words, they were somewhat looking forward to it. 

if he could really make snow simply, it would be very magical, right? 

At this time, the three of them didn't know that Qin Lin had already driven into the parking lot at the 

corner of the stadium. He took out the mini cloud rain stone that he had taken out from the game. 

After knowing that all the staff had arrived, he took out his phone and called professor Wang, asking him 

to order people to start the transmitter. 

At the same time, he also chose to use the miniature cloud rain stone. 

on the other hand, professor wang was actually a little confused. 

He didn't understand why Chairman Qin had asked him to arrange the ice-sealing launcher on the roof 

of the stadium, adjust its specific direction, and launch it continuously. 

However, since Chairman Qin had instructed him, he would do as he was told. He immediately got 

someone to press the button on the launcher. Almost at the same time as the drizzling rain fell, the 

launcher was also activated. Layers of snow-white frost began to spread in all directions, blocking the 

drizzling rain. 

The drizzling rain was instantly affected by the cold and began to condense into small ice crystals that 

fell down. What else could they be if not snowflakes? 

This time, the staff outside the stadium looked up in surprise. 

When the ice-sealing launcher was activated, they had already noticed it. After all, at that moment, the 

temperature of the air had dropped significantly. 

raising their heads, everyone saw a layer of frost spreading. this scene was very familiar to them. 

This was because when fairy tale mountain was frozen, the snow-white frost had spread in this way. 

However, to everyone's shock, as the frost spread, they actually saw dense snowflakes falling from it. 

Moreover, after that layer of frost, a second layer of frost immediately followed. The snowflakes 

seemed to keep falling, as if it had formed a heavy snow. 

This scene shocked everyone, and their faces showed surprise. They all understood what the security 

guards were talking about. 

soon, everyone felt a lot of snow falling on their bodies, and the ground was quickly covered with a thin 

layer of white. 

Linlin's employees took out their phones and started to film this scene. 

In the stadium, there were actually some people who had already arrived. They were the staff who were 

participating in the performance and the celebrities who had been invited to help. 



Li Jian was like this. He could only be swept up by others in the same industry. After all, everyone 

wanted to get into Linlin company, and no one wanted to be completely outdated. So, he also brought 

rich red packets and gifts for the lottery. 

he looked out of the window at the scene of snow and ice. it was unbelievable. wasn't this a little too 

magical? it wasn't an artificial snow maker, but it really made the sky snow. 

this kasaya 

The other celebrities who had come to support also noticed this magical scene. Each and every one of 

them had an incredulous look on their faces. 

Qin Lin was also watching this scene in silence. 

As expected, it was possible. 

Moreover, the effect was surprisingly good. 

Shen Li, Deng Guang, and Lin Lanzi had been paying attention to this matter all along. When they saw 

that it was really snowing, their faces were filled with disbelief. 

"It seems like professor Wang is really amazing, he really did it!" Lin Lanzi exclaimed. 

deng guang nodded in agreement. " as expected of someone from linlin laboratory. no wonder 

professor wang was able to create the technology to freeze fairy tale mountain in such a short time. " 

Shen Li sighed. it seems that even though I'm in charge of the Linlin laboratory, I don't know enough 

about the abilities of the Linlin laboratory's researchers. For professor Wang to be able to do something 

like this, his ability is really shocking. 

Elsewhere, beside the Linlin laboratory's escort vehicle, professor Wang was also looking at the 

launcher. 

He naturally had to personally supervise the things that Chairman Qin had instructed him to do. 

However, when the icebound launcher was activated, the scene that appeared shocked him. 

he had only activated the ice-sealing launcher. why did this happen? why did it suddenly start snowing? 

professor wang was dumbfounded. he quickly called chairman qin to ask what was going on. 

the call went through. just as he was about to speak, qin lin's voice came out,"Professor Wang, what's 

the matter? I told you to make a launcher to show off, but why did it start snowing? how did you do it?" 

Professor Wang was stunned when he heard this. 

What did he mean? did he do this? 

This really wasn't him? 

professor Wang, " Qin Lin's voice was heard again, " how did you do it? can you tell me in detail after the 

new year? " 

Professor Wang wanted to say something but the call was cut off. 



For a moment, he was stunned on the spot. He suddenly felt a heavy weight on his back. He didn't know 

what he wanted, but it just felt a little heavy. 

in this state, he suddenly had an idea. if the ice-sealing launcher was installed on a high place or directly 

on a helicopter, with the spray launcher that had been developed, would it achieve the effect of snow? 

Thinking of this, professor Wang hurriedly ordered someone to deal with it. Then, he entered the car 

and rushed back to his office. He wanted to try his idea immediately. 

It shouldn't be too difficult to combine the spray device with the ice-sealed launch technology. After all, 

the spray device technology was nothing compared to the ice-sealed launch technology. 

Linlin's company Annual Meeting also began very soon. However, after the shock of the snowfall, the 

performance at the annual meeting was less attractive to Linlin's employees. 

Only the lucky draw segment could make the staff excited. 

Naturally, the news of the artificial snow in the stadium quickly spread on the internet. It was uploaded 

by Linlin's employees, and naturally, it caused a great deal of attention and discussion. 

f * ck, Linlin company is getting more and more amazing. They just performed a mountain being frozen, 

and now they're performing snow. 

"Are you serious? It's snowing, not man-made snow!" 

"i wonder if linlin company can make it snow in the entire city." 

"……" 

While the internet was in a state of shock, no one knew that on fairy tale mountain, a few figures had 

sneaked into the Linlin Scenic Area during the annual meeting. 

These figures even had tools with them. As soon as they entered the mountain, they began to dig. 

Chapter 1404 The Things In Linlin Scenic Area Can't Be Stolen 

In fairy tale mountain, a few figures were digging quickly. They soon found two mutated space vines and 

one mutated Night Queen before leaving. 

These people had obviously come for these two things, and they had specifically chosen the ones with 

the least security on Linlin fairy mountain. 

At this time, many security guards had been transferred away to maintain the safety of the annual 

meeting. There were not many security guards left here. 

Moreover, these people's routes were very tricky. It was obvious that they had been calculated. These 

people had come to fairy tale mountain several times to Scout, and they even perfectly avoided the 

security patrol positions. 

In other words, these people were professionals. 

It didn't take long for these people to leave fairy tale mountain with the two mutated space vines and 

the mutated Night Queen, without anyone knowing. 
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… 

The Linlin company's joint party was extremely lively. Whether it was the live broadcast on the official 

account of Linlin Scenic Area or the promised live broadcast on the two TV stations, it was very popular 

and countless people watched it. 

It could be said that the purpose of those supporting celebrities 'exposure was achieved. There was 

indeed a singing star who sang an adapted song and became popular. 

the next day, this celebrity's song went viral on the internet, and she became popular again. 

This was shocking. 

if a singer wanted to become famous with just one song, it was absolutely possible as long as there was 

enough popularity. however, under such circumstances, it was usually only possible for variety shows 

with high ratings on big tv stations. 

It was just that this kind of variety show was very difficult to get on unless invited by the organizer. 

Of course, this was not important. What was important was that Linlin's company Annual Meeting had 

such an effect. 

This was only an Annual Meeting, not one of those popular variety shows. How could it not be amazing? 

However, for Linlin's employees, after the excitement of the annual meeting, it was time for the holiday. 

Many of them were already thinking of spending a good New Year with their families. 

Moreover, they would definitely have a good New Year this year, because the salary this year was really 

higher than the previous years. 

Not to mention the properties, cars, and grand prizes that were worth tens of thousands or even 100000 

Yuan, these employees would be laughing so hard that their mouths were crooked. 

Linlin Manor seemed deserted. The waiters were all on leave, but Gao Yaoyao stayed. 

After all, Linlin Manor needed someone to serve it. This girl had also bought a property in you city, which 

was close to her. Most importantly, she didn't want to go back to her hometown. 

When she returned to her hometown for the new year, her house would be trampled by people who 

wanted to propose marriage. It could be said that all the villages in the surrounding area knew about her 

and felt that her family conditions were not bad, so they wanted to try their luck. 

However, she was not in the mood to date at all. 

She could afford herself. She had her own house, her own car, and a very high salary. Occasionally, she 

would use one of her phone numbers to carry the goods from Linlin company, which also earned her a 

large amount of extra income. 

Right now, she just wanted to be like sister LAN Zi and strive to realize her own value in the future. 

Naturally, if she really met someone of the opposite sex that she liked, she wouldn't mind flying like a 

moth to the flame. 



She was the only one who stayed behind. She had to clean the manor. Fortunately, the manor was not 

dirty. 

She was cleaning when she saw Chen dabei rush in. 

"what's wrong, manager chen? Why are you in such a hurry?" what's wrong? " Gao Yaoyao asked when 

she saw Chen. 

 " sis Yaoyao, something happened at fairy tale mountain, " Chen dabei quickly explained. where's 

Chairman Qin? " 

"The boss just entered the office," Gao Yaoyao said immediately. 

"alright!" chen dabei immediately went to the office. when he saw qin lin, he immediately reported, " 

"President Qin, something happened at fairy tale mountain." 

"What's the matter?" Qin Lin asked, puzzled. 

I think someone sneaked into fairy tale mountain to excavate two fairy tale vines and fairy tale Night 

Queen during our Annual Meeting yesterday, " Chen dabei explained. they completely avoided the 

security and surveillance cameras. Ma Hong said that the person must have been to fairy tale mountain 

a few times. He even found out the route. 

"let's go and take a look!" Qin Lin furrowed his brows. He got up and left the manor with Chen dabei. 

They headed for fairy tale mountain. 

In fact, he had expected such a situation. After all, with the magic of the night Queen and the mutated 

space vine, this would definitely happen. 

But this time, the other party seemed to be very professional. 

however, he wasn't too worried. after all, the mutated space vine and the mutated night queen had 

special attributes: as it was a crop that had mutated in space, it had very high requirements for the 

environment. it could only adapt to the environment once, and it would be difficult to survive even if 

there were any changes in the environment! 

Therefore, it was useless even if the other party had stolen it. 

Some of the things in Linlin Scenic Area were not yours just because you stole them. 

Qin Lin and Chen dabei quickly arrived at the place where the theft happened. It was a very remote 

place, and very few tourists would go there. 

It was also very tricky to specifically choose this position. 

By the time Qin Lin arrived, Ma Hong was already checking the place with his men. 

"Captain MA, how is it?" Chen dabei asked. 

they're very powerful, " Ma Hong explained. ordinary security guards can't deal with them. That's why 

they're able to do it without anyone knowing. 

"Captain MA, can you find the person?" Chen dabei asked. 



Ma Hong nodded and looked at Qin Lin, promising, " don't worry, Chairman Qin. I'll bring some people 

to find them. They came to Linlin Scenic Area to steal things, which is also a provocation to us. 

"Well, sorry to trouble you." Qin Lin nodded. 

although it was fine for the mutated space vine and the mutated night queen to be stolen and they 

would die soon, it didn't mean that he would be indifferent to this matter. 

Chapter 1405 The Linlin Scenic Area Can't Be Stolen 

At the very least, the person who had this idea had to pay the price. 

Moreover, he believed in Ma Hong. After all, the other party had a special identity. If they couldn't even 

find a thief like this, then they would be letting down their own identity. 

Ma Hong didn't waste any time. He gathered his men and started to explore the surroundings. 

He understood the situation here. Now, it was time to track down the traces of those thieves. He 

believed that since they had done this, they would leave traces. 

Moreover, it didn't take long for him to notice the abnormality. Although he had to admit that the other 

party was powerful, he was still a little inexperienced in front of people like them. 

Seeing this, Qin Lin left Chen dabei in charge of the scene and returned to the manor. 

Since the thief was a professional, it would be useless for him to be troubled if Ma Hong, who was even 

more professional, couldn't handle it. 

So, he just had to wait. 

… 

Star City was a famous tourist city, and Star City mountain was a famous 5A level scenic spot. 

Star City mountain was originally a chaotic place. However, a businessman from Xiangjiang city took a 

fancy to this mountain and gradually developed it into a 5A grade scenic spot. 

Ruan Huiming was the owner of Star City mountain. His father was one of the first Xiangjiang 

businessmen to enter the mainland. Later on, he used his father's inheritance to develop Star City 

mountain and made it a 5A scenic spot. 

Moreover, he had an ultimate goal, which was to make Star City Mountain Scenic Area listed in 

Xiangjiang. With his connections in Xiangjiang, it was possible to do so. 

Moreover, it wasn't rare for scenic spots to be listed on the market. 

the original plan had gone very smoothly, and their star city mountain had also developed to its peak. 

however, the number of tourists in their star city mountain had dropped without anyone knowing when. 

This was because they had been influenced by the Linlin Scenic Area, because their function was too 

similar to that of the Linlin Scenic Area, especially for the viewing of mountain and forest plants, which 

perfectly matched the fairy tale mountain of the Linlin Scenic Area. 
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After the fairy tale mountain came out, it had perfectly affected the number of tourists in Star city's 

Scenic Area. 

This also directly affected his plan to list the scenic Area on the market. 

Therefore, he had no choice but to make a change, and that was to target the glowing vines and the 

night Queen at fairy tale mountain. 

As long as he got it, he could go to Xiangjiang and contact some laboratories. With a little operation, he 

could change the name of this thing. 

By then, he could openly cultivate it in Xiangjiang and then plant it in his own Scenic Area. 

The higher-ups wouldn't interfere with many things in Xiangjiang city. 

Just as ruan Huiming was thinking about this, his phone rang. When he saw the number, he immediately 

picked it up and asked, " "How is it?" " don't worry, mr. ruan. we've got the item. we'll rush back. " Ruan 

Huiming's face lit up when he heard this. 

he had invited professionals. 

in xiangjiang, due to special historical reasons, there were many special people. it was not as strict as the 

mainland. 

Especially after the chaotic incident the year before last, many of these people had infiltrated the place, 

and the criminals had taken it as a sanctuary. 

therefore, it was very easy for him to find this kind of person. 

The other party clearly didn't let him down. Although the price was much higher, it was worth it. 

Time passed, and it was soon New Year's Eve. 

At this time, everyone had returned home to prepare for the new year, and the streets had become very 

desolate. 

Star city's Scenic Area was like this. Ruan Huiming had already made preparations to go back to 

Xiangjiang for the new year. However, before that, he had to take the vines from fairy tale mountain and 

the night Queen away. 

Moreover, this thing couldn't be taken away openly. It could only be smuggled. He had already 

contacted a specialist. 

he just had to wait for the items to arrive. 

Moreover, he believed that it would not be long before his Star City Mountain Scenic Area would also be 

as popular as fairy tale mountain. 

he wouldn't be as stingy as linlin scenic area and only open to planting one fairy tale mountain. he would 

plant these two things on the entire star city mountain. 

His Star City mountain was much bigger than fairy tale mountain. Its size alone was not something that 

fairy tale mountain could compare to. 



Naturally, the most important thing was to go public. By then, he could make money like crazy. 

Not long after, a car drove into Star city's Scenic Area, and several figures immediately got out of the car. 

These figures were all wearing the same tight-fitting clothes. They were a group of very famous bandits, 

even internationally famous. 

The leader of the group was called Shuo Shu. He was very famous. It could be said that there was a 

rumor in the Yangtze River that there was nothing that Shuo Shu couldn't get, as long as you could 

afford it. 

"Giant rat, where's the thing?" Ruan Huiming hurried forward. 

The giant rat opened the trunk of the car. There were two plant cultivation boxes inside. He could see 

two vines and a Night Queen inside. 

Because the sky was already dark, they were also beginning to emit a faint fluorescent light. 

This was the thing. 

Ruan Huiming was overjoyed. well done, giant rat. Now, send me back to Xiangjiang. I want to cultivate 

this thing in Xiangjiang. I'll give you the rest of the money. 

Mr. Ruan, don't be in such a hurry. We're very tired from all the work. We can set off tomorrow. The 

other party won't know that we did this! The giant rat nodded and invited ruan Huiming to get in the 

car. 

Because he really wasn't worried. 

After all, with their means, the people of Linlin Scenic Area still didn't know who did it, so it was 

impossible for them to find their traces, and it was impossible for them to pursue them. 

This was their confidence. No matter how popular a scenic spot was, it was still just a scenic spot. 

The security guards and the patrol officers were no different from chickens and dogs. 

Ruan Huiming could only nod when he heard the giant rat's words. He knew the other party's 

reputation. Otherwise, the middleman would not have introduced him to him. 

The fact that the other party was able to get their hands on the item and bring it back safely proved 

their strength. 

Even the Interpol had their eyes on the giant rat team, but they still managed to escape in the end. 

No matter how much the security guards of a scenic spot and the police of a small county investigated, 

they would not be able to find him. 

Maybe the police from you city are still searching you city? 

Naturally, he didn't know that the Linlin Scenic Area didn't call the police. Why would Ma Hong and the 

others call the police? You must be joking, right? 



The number one thief in the world and the number one assassin in the plaster country had both fallen 

easily in the hands of Ma Hong and his men. They were still working on sewing machines in you city 

prison. 

However, ruan Huiming and the rat obviously didn't know about this. 

ruan huiming even treated the rats well. 

The night passed, and the next day, he went to check on the plant cultivation box, wanting to water the 

fairy tale vine and fairy tale Night Queen inside. 

However, when he arrived in front of the two plant breeding boxes and saw the scene inside, his face 

instantly turned very ugly. 

Chapter 1406 The Linlin Scenic Area's Security Is So Powerful? Moonlight Tree? 

Ruan Huiming's face turned ugly when he saw the scene in the breeding box. The two mutated space 

vines and the mutated Night Queen were fine last night, but they had withered today. 

He hurriedly opened the breeding box. The leaves inside had all turned yellow, and the roots were 

rotten. 

"How did this happen?" Ruan Huiming's expression became more and more unsightly, and he called to 

inform the giant rat. 

The giant rat arrived with his men. Looking at the scene in the breeding box, he frowned."How did they 

all die?" 

Ruan Huiming immediately said,"it should be that they didn't handle it well when they were digging, and 

the roots were damaged."  

He didn't know the reason, but the only possibility for it to die in one night was that its roots were 

affected. 

The giant rat frowned. this is our mistake. Boss ruan, don't worry. We will go to you city again. I don't 

care about the security guards at Linlin Scenic Area. 

Ruan Huiming didn't doubt the rat's ability, so he said, " I have to be more careful this time. I can't waste 

any more time. Today is New Year's Eve. I have to get back to Xiangjiang as soon as possible. 

"Boss ruan, don't worry." The giant rat nodded. 

He was indeed a man of his word. Knowing that the problem was with him, he immediately set off with 

his men, planning to go to you city again. 

However, when he and his men got into the car and just out of the star city's Scenic Area, a car suddenly 

blocked their way. Before they could react, the car ruthlessly hit his car, producing a violent collision 

sound. 

The giant rat frowned. 

The other party was clearly doing this on purpose. 
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This was a provocation. 

He decided to teach the other party a lesson. 

however, as soon as he got out of the car with his men, he was shocked to see a few people getting out 

of the car opposite, but they were all wearing security uniforms. 

security? 

the key was that the logo on the security uniform was of linlin scenic area. 

"What the hell?" The giant rat did not react at all. 

The Linlin Scenic area's security guards had actually chased them all the way here? 

Are you kidding me? 

Were the security guards of a scenic spot in the mainland all so awesome? 

Then what was he still doing here? 

The giant rat immediately calmed down and roughly guessed the reason. There should be a capable 

person among the other party. He might have been a police officer or a retired Scout. 

There was no need to worry about such a person. 

Since he was discharged from the Army, his body and physical quality were definitely not good. 

He could easily deal with them. 

After Ma Hong got out of the car, he frowned slightly when he saw the group of people. 

He could tell at a glance that the giant rat was indeed not simple. After all, with his identity, he had 

carried out countless missions and met all kinds of people. 

It was just that the giant rat was clearly not taken seriously by him. 

the giant rat sneered at ma hong's group, " I didn't expect that there would be such a capable person 

among the security guards of a scenic spot. He actually managed to catch up to us. It's a pity that you 

don't know who you're facing. 

"you talk too much!" Ma Hong didn't want to waste his breath. He waved his hand, and the men beside 

him pounced on the giant rat and his men. 

the giant rat laughed when he saw this. his face was still disdainful. he went up to meet one of them and 

directly smashed a fist over. 

But the next moment, the giant rat was dumbfounded. His punch actually missed and was easily dodged 

by the other party. 

Right after that, the opponent's punch rapidly grew larger in his eyes. 

Bang! 

The sound of fists colliding rang out. 



the giant rat only felt a sharp pain in his chin and was a little stunned. before he could react, the other 

party's fist hit his eye again. 

the giant rat directly fell down with its head raised. it was really stunned. he was a great rat. 

miserable screams also sounded one after another. the other few people were also like the giant rat, 

instantly smashed to the ground, each and every one of them wailing in pain, unable to recover from the 

shock. 

these people were all dumbfounded. 

were these people really just the security guards of a scenic spot? 

Are you kidding me? 

If the security guards of a scenic spot were so powerful, what about the police in Xiangjiang? 

trash? 

Trash? 

Without waiting for Shuo Shu and the others to react, Ma Hong had already ordered his men to 

handcuff them. At the same time, he had also ordered his men to enter the scenic Area and find ruan 

Huiming. 

"Who are you?" Ruan Huiming saw that Ma Hong's expression wasn't good. 

However, Ma Hong didn't answer him. Instead, he cuffed him up and brought him out of the star City 

Scenic Area. Some of the star city's security guards tried to stop them, but they were overconfident. 

When the boss was taken away, someone had to call the police. Unfortunately, Ma Hong and the others 

had obviously done their job when they came. No one came to stop them. 

In you city, everyone would return to their hometown for New Year's Eve. 

This year, because of the fairy tale mountain incident, Qin Lin had stayed at Linlin Manor. 

Late at night, Qin Lin received a report from Chen dabei. Chairman Qin, Ma Hong and the others are 

back. They're with some other people. They're at the police station. 

When Qin Lin heard the news, he went straight to the police station of the scenic Area. 

That's right, with the development of the Linlin Scenic Area, the security room had been upgraded to a 

police station, and Captain Hong had become the Bureau chief. 

When they entered the police station, Ma Hong was already there. He was explaining some things to 

inspector Hong."This is ruan Huiming. He's the one who ordered those guys to steal. I don't know what 

crime he committed, but we'll just have our New Year's Eve dinner here." 

Ruan Huiming's expression turned ugly when he heard this. He was the boss of a 5A scenic spot, but he 

was going to end up in such a state. 

He felt that he had been completely tricked. 



The middleman actually said that these people were very powerful, and he actually believed it. He really 

thought that the people of Linlin Scenic Area couldn't keep up. In the end, not only did they catch up, 

but they also directly dragged him down. 

Chapter 1407 The Linlin Scenic Area's Security Is So Powerful? Moonlight Tree? 

Ma Hong continued to point at the rat. this guy isn't simple. It's best if he's locked up with those two 

during the new year. Otherwise, you'll be wasting your time and effort. 

director hong knew who the two guys ma hong was talking about were. they were the world's number 

one thief, mike, and the number one assassin in jiangyao country, dr. yamamoto. 

Did Captain MA mean that this guy was the same kind of person as the other two? 

Another great contribution had been delivered to his door? 

He didn't hesitate and immediately brought his men to handcuff big rat and send him to you city prison. 

He knew that Captain MA was a superior and had a special identity. The other party's words showed the 

threat of the giant rat and must have already made arrangements. 

Very quickly, the giant rat was brought to you city prison. 

in order to lock up the two world-class criminals, you city prison had specially built a cell to lock up mike 

and dr. yamamoto. 

In order to guard the two of them, the guards were even sent twice a day. 

now, this special prison welcomed a third person, who was none other than the giant rat. 

When the giant rat was locked in, his face was very gloomy. He didn't know that he would be so unlucky. 

Even the Interpol couldn't catch him. 

Looking at the other two people in the prison, the giant rat's face became even gloomier. These two 

people seemed to ignore him and did not even look at him when they came in. 

However, it was at this moment that the two of them spoke. 

"Another one." 

that's right. It's been so long, and only one has come. I wonder who tricked him. 

the two people's discussion was played down and also completely did not place the great rat in their 

eyes. 

This made the giant rat very unhappy. 

he wanted to find someone to vent his anger on, and the two guys in front of him were very good 

targets. 

It was normal to find someone to vent his anger on in prison. 

It was nothing more than finding trouble and then beating the other party up. 
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These two people were clearly looking down on him. 

The giant rat directly walked in front of doctor Yamamoto and coldly said,"I have my eyes on your bed!" 

His meaning was obvious-he wanted Yamamoto Kazuo to move aside. 

Yamamoto Kazuo laughed. As the number one assassin in the plaster country, although he had 

inexplicably lost previously, his strength was not something that anyone could provoke. 

He stood up with a smile. 

When the giant rat saw this scene, it even thought that the other party was afraid. It was just about to 

sit down when it felt a gust of fist wind assault it. The other party actually made a move. 

he subconsciously stretched out his arm to block it, but he felt a sharp pain in his arm. he was forced 

back by the shock, and his arm felt numb. 

This kind of power shocked him. 

The giant rat couldn't believe that there was such an expert in this small County's prison. Before he 

could react, the other party had already hit his chest with a knee, sending him flying. 

For a moment, he looked at doctor Yamamoto in horror. 

Then, he looked at Mike. 

This foreigner ran ran 

Mike walked over to him and said with a smile, " "he's looking at me. it seems like he wants to fight with 

me!" 

Dr. Yamamoto looked at Shuo Shu with anticipation. He knew Mike's skills and knew his identity. He had 

even heard of the number one thief in the world. He was more famous than him. 

It was also because he knew Mike's identity that his depressed mood from his inexplicable failure was 

much better. 

the giant rat was indeed unhappy. 

He had been inexplicably defeated. He had wanted to teach a prisoner a lesson in this prison, but who 

knew that he would be taught a lesson instead. This was simply aggrieving. 

Therefore, when Mike approached him, he jumped up and wanted to attack him. However, he didn't 

expect that Mike had already kicked him in the chest, causing him to fall back in the air. 

The pain in his chest surprised him, and his face was filled with shock. He looked at Mike in disbelief, or 

rather, he was completely dumbfounded. 

He didn't understand the situation at all. He was very confident in his skills. He, the great rat, was also 

famous. 

However, in this small County's prison, what was going on with these two guys? 



"tell me, who are you? how did you get in?" Mike looked at the giant rat with a smile, his face full of 

ridicule! 

In the face of this question, the giant rat did not dare to not answer. He was in this line of work and 

knew when to admit defeat. In this prison, he could only be a little brother. 

He immediately explained. I'm a big rat. I wanted to steal the Kasaya but was caught by the Linlin Scenic 

area's security guards. That's what happened. 

"Damn it, security again!" Mike had a bad memory when he heard this. 

He was also caught by the damn security guards. 

He still didn't understand why the security of a scenic spot was so powerful. It was simply unbelievable. 

mike seemed to sympathize with the giant rat and also said, " "You're new here, so choose a good bed. 

Oh right, my name is Mike, the number one international thief, Mike. He's Dr. Yamamoto, the number 

one assassin in the herbal medicine country." 

"？？？"When the giant rat heard the two people's words, it was instantly aghast and its eyes widened. 

Then, he inexplicably felt relieved. If these two were such people, it seemed normal to be beaten up. 

Moreover, such people were arrested, so he didn't seem so depressed. 

…… 

Time passed. 

The new year soon passed. 

With the end of the new year holiday, companies all over the country began to return to work. 

On the other hand, many employees of Linlin's company could rest for two more days, because they 

didn't have to go to other places and could work locally. Therefore, Linlin's company couldn't come to 

work in advance before the stipulated time to redo their work. 

Qin Lin also stayed longer in his hometown. After all, he rarely went back to the old house. 

When he returned to the Linlin Manor, the Linlin Scenic Area was ready for business. 

In the office. 

Qin Lin was also sitting on the yellow Rosewood Chair as usual. He looked at the screen in his mind and 

controlled his game character to try to level up the mutated land that had been opened before his 

character's level was raised. 

Unfortunately, he had tried many ways, but in the end, he still didn't get anything. All he got was a 

notification that he lacked leveling items. 

This time, it was even more difficult to upgrade than the space base. 

The space base from before didn't take so long to upgrade. 

after that, he controlled the game character to carry out daily missions and tried to trigger the daily plot. 



Unfortunately, it was another day without any harvest. 

Then, he controlled his character to go to the lake mine. 

These days, he had been excavating a layer every day, but unfortunately, he had not gained anything 

every day. Therefore, he had to stop in a hurry every day, in case his luck was too bad and he excavated 

the rest of the layer in one go. 

However, his luck seemed to be pretty good today. He had just started digging this level, and not long 

after, he received a system notification. 

[ congratulations, you have discovered a special seed stone! ] 

Qin Lin's eyes lit up when he saw the notification. He had finally found something good after such a long 

time. 

Digging up a seed stone meant that he could harvest another type of seed! 

no matter what kind of seed he could exchange for, it was always a harvest! 

Qin Lin continued to dig and finished this layer. When he didn't find anything, he controlled his game 

character to go to the seed shop in the ore town. 

[ you've dug up this magical stone again. It's really unbelievable. Can you let me study it? [ I can research 

new seeds! ] 

Qin Lin saw the notification and immediately clicked "confirm." Didn't he control the game character to 

come here for the seed? 

[ please wait a moment. I'll go and study this strange stone immediately! ] 

not long after, qin lin saw another prompt appear in the game: 

[ it's really amazing. I used this strange stone to research a very magical seed! ] 

After the conversation ended, the seed shop owner returned to his normal appearance and stopped 

talking. 

Qin Lin immediately clicked on the seed store owner and a list of seeds popped up. 

Qin Lin immediately scrolled down the list and saw a new seed. He was surprised. 

[ special mutated moonlight tree seed: Space! ] 

Chapter 1408 This Tree Can Be Upgraded! A Special Device Screen!_1 

 [ special mutated moonlight tree seed: Space ] 

this is a special mutated Space Seed. After the seed is alive, it seems to have special effects! 

When Qin Lin saw the seed, he roughly understood that it must be the same thing as the mutated space 

vine and the mutated Night Queen. 
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Qin Lin immediately controlled his game character to buy this special mutated moonlight tree seed. 

Then, he controlled his game character to go to the farm and directly plant the mutated moonlight tree 

seed in space. 

Just as he was about to continue controlling his character, there was a knock on the office door. 

Yang Dong walked in with li yueqiong. 

"chairman qin!" 

"Chairman Qin!" 

Yang Dong and Li Yue Qiong quickly greeted him. 

"You have time to come over today?" Qin Lin asked and asked the two to sit down. 

Mr. Qin, " Yang Dong reported, " it's about the sea cucumber farm. Manager li wants to report to you. 

Chairman Qin, " li yueqiong said immediately, " the sea cucumbers are about to ripen. I estimate that it'll 

be in one or two months. 

"So fast?" qin lin was a little surprised. 

Although cultivating sea cucumbers had a faster growth cycle, it shouldn't be so fast. 

Mr. Qin, " li yueqiong said, " perhaps it's because of your cultivation, but these sea cucumbers grow very 

fast. Their growth habits are also different from ordinary sea cucumbers. 

"Let's go and take a look!" Qin Lin said. 

He didn't cultivate the sea cucumber. He bought it from the TV show in the game. 

Moreover, he knew that the effects of the sea cucumber were very strong. 

Qin Lin, Yang Dong, and Lee yueqiong took a tour bus to the sea cucumber farm. 

When they reached the shore, they could see a group of sea cucumbers moving in a special cultivation 

cage. 

Qin Lin looked at the sea cucumbers. They looked almost the same as the ones in the game, except that 

their color was a little different. That was because they were not fully mature yet. 

Qin Lin took a look and found that li yueqiong had done a good job with the sea cucumber cultivation. 

He was still looking forward to the sea cucumbers. 

This was because the sea cucumber had a special attribute. Long-term cooperation with high-intensity 

exercise could increase physical fitness. 

To be honest, with this attribute, the men's football team was willing to put in more sweat. This thing 

could even save the men's football team. 

After checking on the farm, Qin Lin returned to Linlin Manor. 

The next day. 



The special mutated moonlight tree indicated that it had matured. 

The dwarves were already harvesting the moonlight trees and packing up the plants in the city. 

 qin lin immediately went to his office, locked the door, and entered the game. 

In the short time that he had entered, the child had already harvested the special and mutated 

moonlight tree and placed it in the courtyard where the plants were stored. 

He touched one of the special moonlight trees and saw the remarks: 

[ mutated moonlight tree vine tree: space! ] 

[ this is a mutated tree from outer space. It has a special function. It can absorb light during the day and 

has a special effect on its cells. It also emits a special fluorescent light at night. The time ratio is: one 

hour of light absorption can release ten hours of fluorescent light. It is harmless and has no seasonal 

restrictions. Gentleness +1, tranquility +1, brightness +1, photogenic, appreciation +1, growth speed +2! 

] 

[ restrictions: as it is a space mutant plant, it has high environmental requirements. it can only adapt to 

the environment once, and it will be difficult to survive if there is a slight change in the environment! ] 

[ remarks: it has a special upgradable attribute. It needs to be upgraded in the mutated land to produce 

new attribute effects! ] 

Qin Lin looked at the note. It was basically the same as the mutated space vine and the mutated Night 

Queen. The only difference was the growth speed attribute. Growth speed +2. 

It was all because of those attributes. 

In other words, this mutated moonlight tree could add to fairy tale mountain's splendor. It could even 

be planted in Linlin Ranch and qinlin Mountain Villa, becoming a new landscape. 

By then, the entire Linlin Scenic Area would become like a fairy tale Wonderland. 

However, the last remark surprised him. The mutated moonlight tree could level up and produce new 

attribute effects. 

However, the upgrade would only happen in the mutated land. 

the key was that he still didn't know how to level up the special mutated land. 

seeing the attribute note, qin lin always wanted to try it out. after logging out of the game, he controlled 

the game character to try it out in the game, wanting to see how to upgrade this land. 

However, no matter how many times he tried, there was still no result. 

He still didn't know what item was needed to upgrade this land. 

Seeing that there was no way to get the moonlight tree out of the way, Qin Lin could only enter the 

game again and control his character to buy the seeds of the mutated moonlight tree. Then, he planted 

them in the open space. 



Since this thing had already appeared, he had to find a way to bring it back to reality. 

After planting the new moonlight tree, Qin Lin called Yu Shui and asked her to buy some special pots for 

planting trees. 

Because of the +2 growth speed attribute, the moonlight trees in the game had already sprouted after 

he finished the phone call. 

After waiting for a few hours, Qin Lin drove out of the manor and entered the game in a remote place. 

At this time, the moonlight tree had already grown a long section and was already a small tree. 

Qin Lin wanted this kind of small tree. 

This was because it would save a lot of time in the real world. The key was that this kind of uncle had not 

yet matured, so it would not trigger any attributes. 

Chapter 1409 This Tree Can Be Upgraded! A Special Device Screen!_2 

He would plant it in Linlin Manor for a while. When the attribute was triggered, it would glow and he 

could say whatever he wanted. 

He was now academician Qin little. 

when the time came, he would say that he had studied and cultivated it with the mutated space vine. 

who would dare to question it? 

After all, many academicians from the Chinese Academy of Sciences had proven that the space vine was 

caused by the meteorite. 

Wasn't everything very reasonable? 

as he thought about it, qin lin took out some tools and began to dig at the moonlight trees. after digging 

for more than ten trees, he stopped and took the mutated moonlight trees out of the game one by one. 

He placed the mutated moonlight trees into the small truck and drove to Linlin Manor. 

When he returned to the manor, Yu Shui's phone call came in. The tree planting pot had arrived. 

he had also asked the other party to send the tree planting pot over. 

He also asked the security guards to move the mutated moonlight tree from the small truck to an open 

space in the West. 

Yu Shui brought some people over with the tree planting pot. When she saw the moonlight trees, she 

asked, " "Chairman Qin, are you going to plant these trees?" 

qin lin nodded. " yes, these are some new trees that i've just cultivated. by the way, come in with me to 

move some things. " 

yu shui's expression immediately became serious and serious. 

If they were to plant ordinary trees, then with their technology, they could easily grow them very well. 
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he wasn't bragging, but the planting techniques in linlin scenic area were definitely the best in the 

country. after all, they had recruited many planting experts. 

Qin Lin brought Yu Shui to a warehouse in the inner area of the manor. 

When the warehouse was opened, one could see bags of sandbags stacked together. 

The sandbag was naturally made of special soil. 

He had been excavating special soil in the game, so these things naturally had to be brought to reality. 

Sooner or later, they would be useful. Therefore, he had taken advantage of his free time several times 

to reasonably dig out a lot of special soil and put them here. 

To the other people in Linlin Manor, he always said that this was a special soil he had made. 

that's right, he was a little academician qin in the field of plant genetics. what's wrong with him making 

some special soil out of boredom? What could he do? 

I specially prepared this soil. Take two bags out! qin lin ordered. 

Yu Shui naturally didn't doubt her boss. Seeing Qin Lin carry a bag, she also carried a bag. 

back outside, qin lin ordered yu shui to bring some people to dig up some soft soil from the mountain. 

In fact, he could use special soil to plant the moonlight tree, but he had to put on an act and make things 

seem reasonable. At least, he had to make Yu Shui and the others feel that he was very high and mighty, 

right? 

as expected, yu shui didn't think too much about it and immediately led her people up the mountain. 

she only had a strong sense of participation in this. 

Not long after, Yu Shui brought people back and dug up bags of soil. 

Qin Lin asked Yu Shui to mix the soil with the special soil in a certain ratio and then filled the planting 

pots. 

After some time, Yu Shui finished planting all the moonlight trees under Qin Lin's instructions. 

Seeing this, Qin Lin also asked Yu Shui to arrange the trees in a good shape. 

this way, he just had to wait for the moonlight trees to grow naturally and then trigger the attribute. 

With the growth speed +2 attribute, it shouldn't take long. 

After that, Yu Shui left with her men. 

… 

Time passed. 

The Linlin Scenic Area had also regained its liveliness. Even in the dark of the night, the entire Linlin 

Scenic Area was still very lively. 



There was basically no need for the Linlin Scenic Area to promote itself, and countless tourists had 

already spontaneously planned to visit the Linlin Scenic Area. 

In the past, the Linlin Scenic Area could only accommodate 40000 tourists a day. 

However, after the opening of fairy tale mountain, it could accommodate 60000 tourists a day. Now, 

with the addition of fireflies at night, the number of tourists could increase at night. 

in the night. 

One could see that the entire Linlin Scenic Area was filled with fireflies. 

Moreover, the most amazing thing was that these fireflies were only active in the Linlin Scenic Area and 

had never been to other places in you city. 

You Chengli had also tried to get his hands on these fireflies. He had even discussed with the scenic Area 

and caught some to bring to other places, then monitored them every day. 

however, a few days later, the county also found that all the fireflies had disappeared. 

In Linlin Manor, there were also fireflies flying around. 

Gao Yaoyao was also chasing after a few fireflies with a few waiters. 

Fireflies didn't actually live for long because they had a high requirement for temperature. 

However, after you city's climate changed, the winter became warm and the summer became cool, 

which made these fireflies live longer. Especially when constant-temperature grass was placed 

everywhere in Linlin Scenic Area, which extended the time. 

It could be said that all the scenic spots from all over the country, even from all over the world, under 

the banner of Firefly viewing, would be crushed by Linlin Scenic Area if they joined forces. 

While Gao Yaoyao and the waiter were chasing after the fireflies, they didn't notice that a group of 

fireflies had flown out from the roof of the manor and spread out in Linlin Manor. 

On the rooftop. 

Qin Lin also took the cages back to his toolbox, then brought a thought into the game. 

When he came out of the game, he stood on the rooftop of the manor and looked at the scenic Area in 

shock. 

As he took out fireflies from the game and placed them in the scenic Area every day, the entire Scenic 

Area now looked like it was covered by a Galaxy. 

The Galaxy was so romantic, so magical, so shocking, so unbelievable. 

Qin Lin admired the view for a while, then went downstairs and returned to the inner area. 

In the living room, little Qin Feng was playing with little yang again. 

yang's body grew bigger again, and he was big enough to swallow the white fox in one bite. 



If it was an ordinary family, there really wouldn't be a Hall for him to stretch his body. 

however, it was one thing to be big, but it was another thing to be small. the little squirrel squeaked, 

and as soon as red hair showed off his strength in front of little yang, little yang subconsciously 

retreated behind little qin feng. 

As for little Qin Feng, he was already able to stumble and walk on his own. Lin Fen watched from the 

side, ready to help this grandson at any time. 

Qin Lin went to the workshop and took out two containers. He began to observe the two seeds inside. 

These were the two seeds that he had specially cultivated. 

That's right, he was the one who trained them, not the ones that were taken out from the game. 

because of the mysterious stone tablet, the knowledge he had about plant genes was definitely not 

inferior to those top researchers. 

However, due to his cheat, he had never personally cultivated the seeds. 

After the new year, he had only tried to cultivate two of them to see how much he was worth. 

After observing for a while, he also went back to his bedroom. 

compared to the temptation of a wife, what was the cultivation of seeds? 

The night was silent, only applause could be heard! 

… 

the next day. 

Professor Wang brought some people to Linlin Manor and carried some equipment. He then contacted 

Qin Lin. 

After Qin Lin saw professor Wang, he brought him into an office prepared in Linlin Manor, which was 

right next to his. 

After professor Wang and his men entered the office, they began to install the equipment on the wall. 

It was a device that professor Wang had specially made for him. It was similar to an LCD screen. 

however, the lcd screen was extremely large, spanning more than half of the wall. 

While the people in the laboratory were installing the equipment, professor Wang also said to Qin ran, " 

Chairman Qin, this screen allows you to watch the scene in the laboratory. I've also selected a very 

skilled security guard from the laboratory security team. He was previously a retired Special Forces 

soldier. 

Qin Lin nodded. yes, it's a recreational project. Professor Wang, you can continue your research in this 

direction. 

"alright, chairman qin." professor wang immediately took qin lin's words to heart. to him, he absolutely 

worshipped his boss and would absolutely follow his boss's orders. 



very quickly, the equipment was installed. after it was activated, the screen lit up, and two huge metallic 

figures appeared on the screen. 

Chapter 1410 637-A Battle Between Real Transformers 

the two huge figures that appeared on the screen were none other than optimus prime and wei 

zhentian. 

the screen was connected to the window in linlin's laboratory. 

through a special video synchronization technology, he could clearly see what was happening through 

the window of the laboratory through the screen. 

At that moment, Optimus Prime and Megatron were real. They were in Linlin's laboratory. 

It was just that they were different from the previous ones that were casually pieced together with 

plastic. Now, the two Optimus Prime and Megatron were completely made of metal. They were full of a 

metallic texture and emitted a metallic luster. 

Moreover, after it was painted, the appearance was almost exactly the same as in the movie. There was 

no difference at all. 

professor wang asked someone to bring two more sets of induction devices, one for qin lin and one for 

backup. 

Linlin Manor was some distance away from Linlin's laboratory, but the Goblin technology was really 

amazing. At this distance, the sensing equipment could still be used. 

professor wang said, " chairman qin, i'll go back to the lab first. you can try it first. if there's any problem, 

let me know. the security guards selected by the lab are on standby. at the same time, the lab has also 

produced substitute parts and finished products. " 

"yes, professor wang, you can go back and do your own things," qin lin nodded. 

"alright," he said. professor wang nodded and left with his people. 

Only then did Qin Lin put on the sensor device. As the sensor device was activated, Optimus Prime in the 

laboratory could sense his movements and did the same. 

qin lin got used to it and was able to control optimus prime flexibly, whether it was to the left or right, or 

to somersault in the air. 

The office had been cleared out, so it was very spacious. These actions had no effect at all. 

At the same time, Wei zhentian, who was standing opposite him, moved as well. He even made a 

gesture to him. 

Qin Lin understood that the security guards from the Special Forces were operating Megatron. 

He also immediately signaled to the other party. 

Naturally, this was still a battle between men. 
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As soon as the two sides finished their greetings, Wei zhentian took action first. He immediately swung 

his fist and attacked Qin Lin. 

Without any hesitation, Qin Lin moved his feet quickly and stepped back to avoid the punch. 

After that, Qin Lin threw a backhand punch. Optimus Prime, who was under his control, also returned 

the punch. 

On the screen, Wei zhentian also squatted down, tilted his head, and dodged the punch. 

Qin Lin's interest was immediately piqued. He used the combat techniques he had learned from Ma 

Hong in succession. This was much more interesting than the fight with Wei zhentian, which was 

controlled by professor Wang. 

In other words, this could be regarded as a real-life fighting game. 

it was just that there was still a flaw. if only he could share the perspective while controlling the fight. 

it meant that the person controlling optimus prime could see it from a first-person perspective. 

Linlin Manor's main hall. 

Qin Ren and Qin Long walked in. 

One of them was the owner of an advertising company, which was very famous in the advertising 

industry, and the other was a farm owner with a good income. 

It could be said that in you city, they were people with wealth and freedom. 

The two of them came to Linlin Manor to get together. They were bored, so they came to find Qin Lin to 

make tea. 

The Linlin Manor's waiters and security guards knew about the relationship between Qin Lin and Qin 

Ren, so they didn't stop them. 

When the two arrived at Qin Lin's office, they found that the door of another office was open. They 

heard some movements inside, so they looked inside curiously. 

then, she saw qin lin dancing in the air in the office, as if he was fighting with someone. 

The two of them were stunned and didn't know what was going on. 

Then, the two of them saw the equipment Qin Lin was carrying. What surprised them even more was 

the image on the screen. 

they naturally recognized optimus prime and megatron. after all, transformers were so famous that 

there should be very few people who did not know about them. 

What shocked them was that Optimus Prime's movements were exactly the same as Qin Lin's. It could 

even be said that they were synchronized. 

Qin Lin and Optimus Prime both punched out. 

Qin Lin and Optimus Prime both squatted down. 



Qin Lin and Optimus Prime both retreated. 

Finally, Qin Lin elbowed Wei zhentian and he fell to the ground. 

the security guard who was a retired special forces soldier had obviously lost. 

although qin lin was an ordinary person, he had eaten two fruits of the tree of strength and learned how 

to fight from ma hong. a retired special forces soldier couldn't be compared to him. 

"f * ck, that's awesome!" " wei zhentian! " qin ren cried out in shock when he saw wei zhentian fall. 

The two of them seemed to understand that Qin Lin was controlling this pillar. 

Qin Lin returned to his senses and looked at Qin Ren and Qin Long awkwardly. 

Professor Wang did not close the door when he left, so Qin Ren and Qin Long had seen it. 

But how was he going to explain this? 

The technology hadn't been announced yet, so it wasn't time to let people know. 

Qin Ren had already moved forward and was touching the sensor on Qin Lin's body. "Qin Lin, is this the 

latest sensory wrestling game? In the past, these kinds of reaction games could only play casual online 

games with the TV remote control. Compared to yours, those reaction games are like idiots." 

Qin Lin saw that Qin Ren was imagining things and said, " "Yes, this is indeed a sensory game." 

"I knew it." "qin lin, can you let me play?" qin ren asked immediately. 

Qin Lin didn't hesitate and took off the sensor device from his body. 

 


